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Instrumentation
3 Soprano voices
1 Mezzo-soprano
4 small playback devices

These could consist of  any small electronic device capable of  playing mp3 files and small enough
to hang from the necks of  each singer. Cellphones (“smart phones”) work perfectly well here, as
the desired volume from the playback is not loud and highly localized. If  cellphones are used they
MUST be in Airplane Mode. 

Each playback device should have its own necklace pouch, to that it need not be hand-held. These
pouches will be provided by the composer.

Performance Notes 

Movements are NOT to be played attacca. The duration of  the breaks between the movements should be
gauged at the discretion of  the soloist and reflect the musical nature of  each. 

Accidentals apply only in the measure and register in which they appear.

Grace notes always occur before the beat or note they are going to.

Feathered beaming- rhythmic accelerando and ritardando (notated below).

Play note(s) or passage as fast as possible.

Diminuendo al niente/Crescendo da niente, niente is performed as pantomime.

An arrow means transition (gradual) between the mode of  tone production of  the
first element and the last element of  the sequence. The same as above, is applied
solely to transitions between phonetic specifications.

Stems connected to glissandi lines are used merely as guides to help indicate the meter (i.e. where the beat
is in relation to the slide). Please do not accent these. Rather, re-articulate freely and staggered according to
the demands of  the phrase.

The secondary symbol “z” added to the stem of  a note signifies that the action specified is to be
executed with indrawn breath.

The text and cover page image was created by Andrew A. Watts.
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Phonetic Symbols

a = as in father
ɑ = as in law, guard
ʌ = as in but
æ = as in bad
b = as in bed, but
d = as in day
dʒ = as in just
e = as in day, but without (i)
….............vanish-sound
ɛ = as in French misère
ə = as in better
g = as in give
i = as in be, feed

ɪ = as in bit, hymn, in
k = as in French coup – k 
….............without breath
l = as in look 
ʃ = retroflex l as in original
m = as in much
n = as in never 
ŋ = as in ring
o = as in obey, German 
….............sohn
ɔ = as in oral, ostentatious 
p = as in French père – p 
….............without breath

r = as in Italian raro, at tip 
….............of  the tongue
s = as in see
ʃ = as in show
t = as in French teint – t 
….............without breath
tʃ = as in chin
u = as in do
ʊ = as in put
w = as in well
z = as in zeal
ʒ = as in vision

Text (ENGLISH)

Section

I.

II.

III.

IV.

V.

VI.

VII.

VIII.

IX.

X.

XI.

XII.

SOPRANO 1

gone

defied

not remembering

quieter

---

seeds of  death

---

---

wailing

---

absence of  music

absolute

SOPRANO 2

the one who sucked 
the sky through a straw

reach

dying

---

already of  death

---

---

say no hymns

---

my mind leaked all 
known language

---

without cacophony

SOPRANO 3

bled

air from my lungs

not known

---

the night had taken it

---

dead

---

---

empty space

---

loss

MEZZO

the bowl of  my body 
empty now

breathe

lying dead

---

---

left eternal

forgive

---

---

stripped skeleton

---

loss
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Text (IPA)

Section

I.

II.

III.

IV.

V.

VI.

VII.

VIII.

IX.

X.

XI.

XII.

SOPRANO 1

ˈɡɒn

dəˈfaɪd 

ˈnɑːt rəˈmembərɪŋ

ˈkwaɪətər

---

ˈsiːdz əv ˈdeθ

---

---

ˈweɪlɪŋ

---

ˈæbsəns əv 
ˈmjuːzɪk

ˈæbsəˌluːt

SOPRANO 2

ðə wʌn ˈhuː ˈsəkt ðə 
ˈskaɪ θruː ə ˈstrɒ

ˈriːtʃ

ˈdaɪɪŋ

---

ɒlˈredi əv ˈdeθ

---

---

ˈseɪ ˈnoʊ ˈhɪmz

---

ˈmaɪ ˈmaɪnd ˈliːkt ˈɒl 
ˈnoʊn ˈlæŋɡwədʒ

---

ˌwɪˈθaʊt kæˈkɑːfəni

SOPRANO 3

ˈbled

ˈer frəm ˈmaɪ ˈləŋz

ˈnɑːt ˈnoʊn

---

ðə ˈnaɪt həd ˈteɪkən ˈɪt

---

ˈded

---

---

ˈempti ˈspeɪs

---

ˈlɒs

MEZZO 

ðə boʊl əv ˈmaɪ ˈbɑːdi 
ˈempti ˈnaʊ

ˈbriːð

ˈlaɪɪŋ ˈded

---

---

ˈleft ˌɪˈtɝːnll

fərˈɡɪv

---

---

ˈstrɪpt ˈskelətnl

---

ˈlɒs




















































